Crookston Figure Skating

High Freestyle

CFSC High Freestyle
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Description
High Freestyle is for skaters who have reached beyond the USFSA Freestyle 6 level and wish to skate at a higher level
in a more serious environment. The goal for this class is to encourage skaters to reach higher than the USFSA
Freestyle 1-6 classes, which includes practicing competition and testing programs as well as learning elements past
the freestyle 1-6 class curriculum. If a skater has not passed the USFSA Preliminary Freestyle Testing, they can still be
considered for High Freestyle if they go through the application process and can complete the required elements
according to the High Freestyle Curriculum.

Factors To Be Considered
Application
-Apply verbally or in written form to the coaches or director to get into the class so we have proof from the skaters
that they want to be in a more serious environment to work hard during the entire class.
-We would like to see this class being a major privilege rather than just qualifying/passing onto the next level. A
coach’s recommendation will also be required in the application.
-Maturity will be considered.

Test level
-Tested through all the elements in USFSA Freestyle classes.
-Have currently tested and passed the USFSA Preliminary Freeskate Test and attempting Pre-Juvenile for High
Freestyle 1.
Freestyle 2- Have passed the Pre-Juvenile Freeskate Test

Elements:
Jumps
Cleanly and consistently landing a lutz, attempted Axel, and doubles.

Spins
Able to do a combination spin using 3 different positions.

CFSC High Freestyle

Curriculum
High Freestyle is for skaters who have reached beyond the Freestyle 6 level and wish to skate at a higher level in a
more serious environment. The goal for this class is to encourage skaters to reach a higher than the USFSA Freestyle
1-6 classes. This includes practicing competition and testing programs as well as learning elements past the freestyle
1-6 classes.

Jumps

Spins

Moves

Testing

Competition

Axel

Combinations
(Fwd/Bkwd)

Catch foot Spiral
(L/R,
Fwd/Bkwd)

Moves: Passed PreJuvenile.
Attempted: Juvenile

Competing in a level
higher than “no test”

Doubles

Flying Spins

135 Spiral (L/R,
Fwd/Bkwd)

Freestyle: Passed
Pre-Preliminary.
Attempting: PreJuvenile.

One competition per
season.

Double and single jump
sequences

Creative spins

Various
Spiral sequences

Double/Double and
Double/Single
Combinations

Creative
elements

Competing in more
than one event per
competition
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